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With the rising number of Internet users, there has been a rapid increase in cyberbullying. Among the types of cyberbullying,
verbal abuse is emerging as the most serious problem, for preventing which profanity is being identified and blocked. However,
users employ words cleverly to avoid blocking.With the existing profanity discriminationmethods, deliberate typos and profanity
using special characters can be discriminated with high accuracy. However, as they cannot grasp the meaning of the words and the
flow of sentences, standard words such as “Sibaljeom (starting point, a Korean word that sounds similar to a swear word)” and
“Saekkibalgalag (little toe, a Korean word that sounds similar to another swear word)” are less accurately discriminated.+erefore,
in order to solve this problem, this study proposes a method of discriminating profanity using a deep learning model that can
grasp the meaning and context of words after separating Hangul into the onset, nucleus, and coda.

1. Introduction

Cyberbullying refers to a criminal act that inflicts mental and
material harm on others by the repeated use of hostile
expressions, such as text, images, and voices, online through
IT devices including computers [1]. Of late, the age of
cyberbullying perpetrators is gradually decreasing due to the
proliferation of smart devices. Such perpetrators do not
realize that cyberbullying is a crime and exhibit reckless
behavior considering it as simple play [2]. In addition, there
are cases of suicide by the victims of cyberbullying, ren-
dering it a serious social problem [3]. According to the
Communications Commission’s 2019 Cyberbullying In-
vestigation Results Presentation, the representative types of
cyberbullying include cyber verbal abuse, cyber defamation,
cyberstalking, cyber sexual harassment, personal informa-
tion leakage, social exclusion online, cyber extortion, and
cyber coercion [4]. Among them, cyber verbal abuse has the
highest ratio of 36.7% [5–7]. In order to prevent cyber verbal
abuse, the government has blocked certain sentences related
to profanity [8]. However, Internet users are modifying the

nucleus of a word to avoid blockage or using new profanity
[9], even if profanity is modified accordingly. Many studies
are being conducted to accurately determine profanity.
Currently, deliberate typos and profanity using special
characters can be discriminated. However, if the meaning of
words and the flow of sentences are not understood, stan-
dard words such as “Sibaljeom (starting point, a Korean
word that sounds similar to a swear word)” and “Saekki-
balgalag (little toe, a Korean word that sounds similar to
another swear word)” are less accurately determined as
profane. +erefore, in this study, we attempt to accurately
identify profanity in the following two cases: (1) when In-
ternet users use profanity by modifying the nucleus of a
word to avoid being blocked as profane and (2) when the
morphology of a word is similar to profanity but is a
standard language that is not profane in context. In order to
improve the accuracy of profanity discrimination, we pro-
pose a method for discriminating profanity using the
FastText model for word embedding by learning the
meaning and form information of words and the LSTM
model for learning the flow of context.
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2. Related Work

2.1. Natural Language Processing. Natural language refers to
a language that has formed and evolved naturally over a long
period, such as Korean and English, and is commonly
spoken and used [10]. Natural language processing analyzes
the meaning of natural language to enable computers to
process the language. Natural language processing is applied
in areas such as text classification, sentiment analysis,
summarization, and text clustering [11, 12]. +is processing
includes four steps: text collection, text preprocessing, word
embedding, and machine learning modelling [13, 14].

In the first step (text collection), the texts to be processed
are collected. +e second step (text preprocessing) involves
the standardization of unstructured texts to increase the
accuracy of natural language processing. +e text collected
from SNS contains many elements that are difficult to an-
alyze, such as typos, emoticons, abbreviations, and newly
coined words. Most are expressed as if speaking in a care-
free manner, in terms of the vocabulary or the structural
order of the sentence. +erefore, after text processing, in-
cluding changing the uppercase to lowercase, deleting
special characters and emoticons, and text normalization
such as word tokenization and stop word removal, pre-
processing is performed according to the requirement. In the
third step (word embedding), the words are converted to
vectors such that computers can understand and process the
natural language efficiently. In this study, we use the FastText
model in which word embedding is performed by training
using the morphology information of Korean letters, among
several models. Finally, in the machine learning modelling
stage, a supervised learning model is established, and
training and prediction are performed using vectorized
number-type data. In this study, we use the LSTMmodel for
training and prediction, for profanity detection.

2.2. Embedding Algorithm. For a computer to understand
and process natural language efficiently, the language needs
to be transformed into numbers that can be processed by the
computer. As the performance of natural language pro-
cessing varies considerably depending on word represen-
tation, the conversion of words into number types is being
extensively studied. Among these, the commonly used
method is word embedding, which represents a word as a
dense vector [15]. Methods of representing a word by a
vector include sparse representation and dense represen-
tation. One-hot encoding is a method of representing a
vector with sparse representation. +e vector value
expressed in spare representation mostly includes the
number “0,” and the number of dimensions is equal to the
number of words to be trained. However, as sparse repre-
sentation includes as many dimensions as the number of
words for training, considerable space is wasted and the
meaning of words cannot be appropriately represented. Of
late, several algorithms that represent vectors through dense
representation by improving the above disadvantages have
emerged [16]. With dense representation, the vector di-
mension can be matched with the numbers set by the user,

and the vectors, called dense vectors, have real values [16].
As indicated by the concept, word embedding refers to a
method of representing words in the form of dense vectors
[17]. Representative algorithm models that can adopt word
embedding include Word2Vec [15], GloVe [18], and Fast-
Text. +e Word2Vec model represents words in the vector
space through distributed representation using their se-
mantics and syntactic characteristics. However, this model is
disadvantageous because the vector values cannot be ob-
tained for OOV and training is not possible for infrequent
words [19–21]. In the FastText model, training is performed
by dividing words into character-level to supplement such
limitations. As in the case of the Word2Vec model, the
FastText model examines the preceding and subsequent
contexts with reference to the target word and performs
training on words; however, because it also learns words by
dividing them to character-level, the model can also be
trained on word morphology information. FastText model
training is performed by representing words using the Bag-
of-Words (BoW) or n-gram model. At the beginning and
end of the words to be learned, “<“, “>” is inserted as
separators, and the entire word is also contained in the BoW
with the separator to enable the model to learn the overall
meaning [22]. A new scoring function using the BoW is
defined as follows:

s(w, c) � 
g∈gw

z
T
gvc, (1)

where vc is the vector of a word forming context and zT
g is the

vector corresponding to 1 BoW.
With the above change in the model, it can learn in-

formation on the semantics, syntax, and morphology of the
target words [23]. In this study, for training the FastText
model more effectively on the morphology information
suited to the characteristics of Korean letters, each word is
divided into onset, nucleus, and coda for analysis. In case of
the absence of coda, symbol “−” is added.

2.3. LSTM Model. +e LSTM model is a model devised to
solve the long-term dependency problem of RNN. LSTM
uses switchgear designed to allow you to forget previous
information or store information for a long period of time
through a memory cell, which is an internal node:
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+e combination of the input value (xt) at the same time
point and the hidden node value (ht−1) at the previous time
point is used to calculate the internal storage node candidate
(ct), and the storage node candidate is combined with the
storage node value (ct−1) at the previous time point and
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calculate the current value (ct) of the internal storage node.
At this time, the input gate (it) and forget gate (ft) act as
weights to adjust how the new information is passed and
how the information is passed to the value in the previous
state. Finally, using the tanh valid function, the value of the
hidden node is output by adjusting how to pass the value of
the current internal storage node by output gate (ot). +e
value of each input gate, output gate, and forget gate is
represented by a combination of a linear function of the
input value at the current time point and the secret node
value at the previous time point [24].

3. Profanity Detection with Word Embedding
and LSTM

3.1. System Architecture. Figure 1 illustrates the system ar-
chitecture of the proposed profanity detection method,
which is divided into the Training Data Process that trains
data, and the Testing Data Process that detects profanity in
the texts written by users.

In Training Data Process, a model is trained for profanity
detection. +is process involves preprocessing, FastText model
training, and LSTM model training. In the text preprocessing
step, normalization is performed on the collected texts, and in
order to include the morphology information of Hangul in the
training of the FastTextmodel, each character is divided into the
onset, nucleus, and coda. +erefore, the FastText model is
trained using such divided text data.+e trained FastTextmodel
contains the vector information of the text data, and word
embedding is performed on the text data using the vector
information. In the LSTM model learning step, binary classi-
fication supervised learning is performed to detect whether a
sentence contains profanity. While training the LSTM model,
the presence of profanity in a sentence is first checked, and
labeling is performed, where “1” is assigned to a sentence with
profanity and “0” is assigned to a sentence without profanity.
Further, training is performed using the numerical data with
word embedding.

In the Testing Data Process, when a sentence is input, the
model detects the presence of profanity and provides the
output. For result prediction with the trainedmodel, the data
format should be the same as that used for training.
+erefore, the same text preprocessing step performed in the
Training Data Process is repeated, and through the word
embedding step, profanity is predicted using the LSTM
model. In the predicted result, “0” indicates a sentence
without profanity and “1” indicates a sentence with
profanity.

3.2. Preprocessing and Word Embedding. +is section de-
scribes in detail the (1) preprocessing step that facilitates
computerized analysis on texts collected from Twitter and
Naver movie review posts and the (2) word embedding step
using the FastText model.

3.2.1. Text Preprocessing. First, remove special symbols and
emoticons. Text data were collected from Twitter posts and
Naver movie reviews. Many of the collected data began with

special characters, emoticons, “kieukkieukkieukkieuk
(LOL),” and “@,“ and such texts were removed as they
hinder profanity detection.

Second, remove one syllable. With reference to word
spacing, the collected sentences contained numerous one-
syllable words such as “geos (thing),” “a (Ah),” “geu (that),”
“tto (again),” and “i (this).” On examining these one-syllable
words, it was determined that, in many cases, these words
were typed due to mistakes in word spacing when the user
was writing the posts; furthermore, there was no profanity
comprising one-syllable. Considering these aspects, one-
syllable words were excluded from the analysis.

+ird, remove sentences with less than five words. +e
texts collected from Twitter included many sentences that
did not have proper spacing between words, such as sentence
“nunapaije lenjeuppaenda (I am taking the lens out because
my eyes are sore, written without spacing).” Preprocessing
can be performed only by knowing the rules of the sentences
that do not have proper spacing. Investigation of the rules of
sentences revealed that there were fewer words in these
sentences, compared to normal sentences when the number
of words was counted with reference to spacing. In addition,
for training the LSTMmodel, the number of words in all the
sentences needs to be adjusted; sentences with less number
of words need to be filled with “0,” resulting in sentences
with many “0”s. +erefore, sentences with less than five
words were removed through preprocessing. +ereby, high
accuracy was realized in profanity detection.

Fourth, the onset, nucleus, and coda are separated. In
this study, the FastText model was trained after separating
Hangul into the onset, nucleus, and coda to enable profanity
detection, even when the user deliberately makes a typo and
changes the morphology of the profanity. Here, the absence
of coda was indicated by adding “-.” Table 1 presents the
source code that separates the onset, nucleus, and coda.

3.2.2. Word Embedding Using the FastText Model. +e
preprocessed text data were used for training the FastText
model. +is training was performed with skip-gram, at a
learning rate of 0.05, dimension (vector space) of 100,
window size of 5, epoch of 50, and n-gram of 1–6. As shown
in Table 2, in the training result, the character vectors
substrings are formed with n-gram and the character vectors
strings are formed by adding the character vector substrings.

In the FastText model, character vector strings are
formed by adding the substrings of the character vectors;
similarly, the morphology information is used for training.
+e FastText model trained based on this method generates a
vector similar to the word before it was changed, even if the
word nucleus is changed.

3.3. Profanity Detection with the LSTM

3.3.1. Data Set Configuration for LSTM Training. To con-
duct supervised learning with the LSTM model, word em-
bedding in which data are mapped to vectors must be
performed, for which the trained FastText model can be
used. As shown in Table 3, a sentence consists of several
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Figure 1: Overview of the system architecture.

Table 1: Separation of the onset, nucleus, and coda.

:>>> def run (x)
>>> consonant_ord_list� [ord (char) for char in Korean consonants]
>>> choseong_list� [char for char in Korean consonants]
>>> jungseong_list� [char for char in Korean vowels]
>>> jongseong_list� [char for char in Korean consonants and double consonants]
>>> result� []
>>> for char in s:
>>> if ord (char)� � 32:
>>> result.append (char)
>>> elif 48≤ ord (char)≤57:
>>> result.append (char)
>>> elif consonant_list.count (char)� � 0:
>>> character_code� ord (char)
>>> if (55203< character_code or character_code <44032):
>>> continue
>>> code� 44032
>>> choseong_index� (character_code−code)//21//28
>>> jungseong_index� (character_code−code−(choseong_index ∗ 21 ∗ 28))//28.
>>> jongseong_index� character_code−code−(choseong_index ∗ 21 ∗ 28)−(jungseong_index∗28)
>>> result.append (choseong_list [choseong_index])
>>> result.append (jungseong_list [jungseong_index])
>>> result.append (jongseong_list[jongseong_index])
>>> else:
>>> choseong_index� consonant_ord_list.index(ord(char))
>>> result.append(choseong_list[choseong_index])
>>> result.append (“−”)
>>> result.append (“−”)
>>> return “” .join (result)

Table 2: FastText model vector training result [25].

Character vector
substring

n� 2 <ieung� [0.121, −0.187, 0.002, . . ., −0.028] ieung ah� [−0.071, −0.158, 0.101, . . ., −0.004]. . .

n� 3 <ieung ah� [−0.095, 0.189, 0.082, . . ., 0.113] ieung ah rieul� [0.108, −0.158, 0.462, . . ., −0.054]. . .

n� 4 <ieung ah rieul� [0.003, −0.139, 0.372, . . ., 0.319] ieung ah rieul rieul� [0.091, 0.133, 0.421, . . ., 0.104]. . .

Character vector string alladin�<ieung + ieung ah + . . .+ ieung ah rieul + . . .+digeut ee nieun>� [0.234, −0.322, 0.401, . . ., 0.159]
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words based on the spacing, and a word becomes a one-
dimensional vector when vectorized using the trained
FastText model.

In this case, the number of vectors for one word is set as
the dimension value when training the FastText model.
+erefore, as the vector of a sentence is a combination of
several words, this vector is two-dimensional, and the vector
of all the sentences is three-dimensional. In the word em-
bedding algorithm, the number of words in a sentence is
matched with the number of vectors. When the number of
vectors is different, “0”s are prepended to fill the number of
lacking words, for matching with the number of vectors. In
addition, for supervised learning of the LSTM model, each
data requires a label. In this study, if a sentence contained
profanity, the label was set as “1,” and if there was no
profanity, the label was set as “0”.

3.3.2. LSTM Training Method. To train the LSTM model, a
3D vector was set as X, and a label comprising “0” and “1”
was set as y. For the LSTM hyperparameters, as shown in
Figure 2 and Table 4, the units were set to “1,” the time step
was set to 25, which is the number of words, and the feature
was set to 100, which is the number of dimensions used for
training FastText. For the hyperparameters of Dense, the
units were set to “1,” and the Sigmoid function was set as the
activation function.

3.3.3. Profanity Detection. +e following tables demonstrate
that the profanity detection results are accurate. Table 5 shows
the results of sentences with and without profanity. In Table 6,
even for cases where the nucleus of the word “Ssibal (f∗∗k)” is
transformed to words such as “Ssuibal” or “Ssuibal-namah,”
the results show correct profanity detection.

Finally, if a standard word and not profanity is used in
context, the results accurately display the message, “Pro-
fanity is not contained.” Table 7 shows the standard word
detection result for “Sibaljeom (starting point)” and
“Saekkibalgalag (little toe).”

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the process of collecting texts and data sets
used for testing is described. For demonstrating the effec-
tiveness of the profanity detection method proposed in this
study and for comparative analysis with a prior study, the
accuracy, recall, and precision were measured for perfor-
mance assessment utilizing the classification performance
assessment indicators.

4.1. Data Collection. For the application and performance
assessment of the profanity detection method proposed in
this study, SNS posts and Naver movie review data were
collected. SNS data include features written freely without
being restrained by any specific format; among the various
types of SNS, Twitter, which has more pronounced free
writing, was used for data collection.+e data collected from
Twitter were searched with specific keywords and the search
period was set from January 01, 2016. +e number of sen-
tences collected from Twitter was approximately 4.4 million.
Naver movie review data were relatively refined; therefore,
approximately 500,000 sentences were collected.

4.2. Data Sets. +e data sets used for testing the models are
described here. +e number of data sets collected from
Twitter was approximately 4.4 million, as shown in Table 8;
however, as they contained many duplicate tweets, such
duplicates were removed. As a result, the number of Twitter
posts decreased to approximately 1.3 million.

Due to the characteristics of the FastText model, it can
learn the meaning and morphology information of words
more accurately as the number of data increases. Hence, 1.3
million tweets and 500,000 Naver movie reviews were used
as data to train the FastText model. +e data set for training
the LSTM model did not contain all the collected data, and
for accurate profanity detection, the data sets were com-
posed with a ratio of 1 :1 between the number of sentences
with profanity and the number of sentences without.
+ereby, the composed data sets included 600,000 sentences,
each, with and without profanity.

4.3. Test Assessment and Analysis

4.3.1. Test Assessment Method. To evaluate the accuracy,
recall, and precision of profanity detection and to determine
the superiority of the proposed method, the edit distance
algorithm proposed in a previous study and the CNN, GRU,
and LSTM models used in this study were comparatively
analyzed. Equation (3) was used for calculating the accuracy,
recall, and precision using the confusion matrix:

accuracy �
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
,

recall �
TP

TP + FN
,

precision �
TP

TP + FP
.

(3)

Table 3: Data word embedding [25].

Entire data
[‘ieung ah rieul rieul ah-digeut ee nieun ieung yuh ieung hieut wah–ssang-giyok oo rieul jieut ae mieum’,
‘bieup oo tieut ieung ee–giyok oh-nieun ah–nieun ee–hieut uh–hieut ah nieun siot oh giyok ieung ee–ieung
oo rieul rieul uh ieung’, ‘chieut oh–ieung ee rieul-giyok giyok ee–bieup ah–rieul oh–siot ee–jieut ah giyok’. . .]

One-word vector (1D) [0.234, −0.322, 0.401, . . ., 0.159]
One-sentence vector (2D) [[0, . . ., 0], [0, . . ., 0], [0.234, . . ., 0.159], . . ., [0.532, . . ., 0.216]]
Vector of all the sentences
(3D)

[[[0.234, . . ., 0.159], [0.532, . . ., 0.216], . . ., [0.032, . . ., 0.659]], [[0.175, . . ., 0.011], [−0.431, . . ., 0.382], . . .,
[0.233, . . ., 0.301]], [[0, . . ., 0], . . ., [0.335, . . ., 0.053], [0.092, . . ., −0.382]]]
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Figure 2: LSTM model.

Table 4: LSTM model.

el� Sequential ()
>>> mod
>>> model.add (LSTM (units� 1, input_shape� (25, 100)))
>>> model.add (Dense (1, activation� ‘sigmoid’))
>>> model.compile (loss� ‘binary_crossentropy’,optimizer� ‘RMSprop’,metrics� [‘accuracy’]).
>>> model.fit (X_train, y_train, epochs� 2, validation_data� (X_test, y_test))

Table 5: Profanity detection results.

Txt Profanity detection
Ya jigeum il-eonassneunde neomu jollyeo. X
Ya ssibal jigeum il-eonassneunde neomu jollyeo. O
※ O: detected as profane; X: detected as not profane.

Table 6: Profanity detection result with the transformed nucleus.

Txt Profanity detection
Ya ssuibalnomah jigeum il-eonassneunde neomu jollyeo. O
Ssibal O
Ssuibal O

Table 7: Standard word detection results for ‘Sibaljeom’ and ‘Saekkibalgalag.’

Txt Profanity detection Txt Profanity detection
Sibaljeom X Saekki O
Yeogiga sibaljeom-iji X Saekkibalgalag XYeogiga sibal O

6 Mobile Information Systems



4.3.2. Test Result Analysis. In this study, the correct answer for
a sentence containing profanity was set as “1,” and for a sen-
tence without profanity, it was set as “0”; thus in the test,
Positive� 1 and Negative� 0. Table 9 and Figure 3 outline the
analysis results. For prediction using the CNN model, the
accuracy is 53%, recall is 13%, and precision is 79%. It can be
observed that the overall accuracy and recall of the CNNmodel
for profanity detection are considerably lower compared to
othermodels.+eGRUmodel shows high performancewith an
accuracy of 94.74%, recall of 95.18%, and a precision of 94.32%
but is still slightly inferior to the LSTMmodel.+e LSTMmodel
proposed in this study has the highest performance with an
accuracy of 96.15%, recall of 96.29%, and precision of 96%.+e
cross-verification score using the LSTM model is 96%.

Table 10 shows the results of the comparative analysis
between the edit distance algorithm proposed in a previous
study, and the CNN, LSTM, and GRU models tested in this
study, demonstrating the superior performance of the
proposed method.

Transformed profanities such as “Ssuibal” and “Junna”
and “Yabal” and “Sseubal” are accurately detected by the
previously proposed algorithm as well as the proposed
method in this study. Words such as “Sinbal,” “Sibaljeom,”
and “Saekkibalgalag” have forms similar to profanities
“Sibal” and “Saekki (bastard)”; hence, they are detected as
profane by the previously proposed algorithm, but the LSTM
model proposed in this study correctly detects it is not
profane because it has been trained on the flow of context.

Table 8: Data sets.

Search keywords Number of posts Search keywords Number of posts Search keywords Number of posts
Gaesaekki (son of a b∗∗∗h) 853,431 Jotna (f∗∗∗king) 560,440 Sibal (f∗∗k) 359,837
Byeongsin (dickhead) 211,181 Jonna (f∗∗∗king) 275,631 Annyeong (hello) 285,554
Saekki (bastard) 387,500 Ssibal (f∗∗k) 532,741 Eumsik (food) 169,428

Table 9: Comparison of the CNN, GRU, and LSTM model results.

CNN GRU LSTM (%)
Accuracy 53% 94.74% 96.15
Recall 13% 95.18% 96.29
Precision 79% 94.32% 96

53%

13%

79%

94.74% 95.18% 94.32%
96.15% 96.29% 96%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Accuracy Recall Precision

CNN
GRU
LSTM

Figure 3: CNN, GRU, and LSTM model results.

Table 10: Profanity detection result comparison.

Category Word Edit distance algorithm CNN GRU Proposed method LSTM

Transformed profanity

Ssuibal O O O O
Junna O O O O
Yabal O X O O
Sseuba O X O O

Standard word
Sinbal O O X X

Sibaljeom O O X X
Saekkibalgalag O O O X

※ O: detected as profane; X: detected as not profane.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a profanity detection method
using word embedding and the LSTM model. +e proposed
method divides the text for training into the onset, nucleus,
and coda. Further, it considers not only the semantics of the
words but also the morphology information using the
FastText model. Moreover, by training on the flow of context
using the LSTMmodel, it can detect profanity that cannot be
detected by the methodologies proposed in previous studies.
Among the 40,005 sentences with profanity and 40,254
sentences without profanity, 40,126 sentences were pre-
dicted as profane and 40,133 sentences were predicted as not
profane by the proposed method. According to the classi-
fication performance test indicators, the accuracy was
96.15%, recall rate was 96.29%, and precision was 96%,
indicating high performance. +e result of comparative
analysis between the edit distance algorithm proposed in a
previous study and the proposed method in this study
confirmed that the proposed method was capable of more
accurate profanity detection.

For follow-up research, it is necessary to add a more
diverse range of profanities, in addition to the seven pro-
fanities “Sibal (F∗∗k),” “Ssibal (F∗∗k),” “Byeongsin (dick-
head),” “Jonna (f∗∗∗king),” “Jotna (f∗∗∗king),” “Gaesaekki
(son of a b∗∗∗h),” and “Saekki (bastard)” used in this study,
in order to find a method that can detect all the profanities
with improved accuracy. Furthermore, an extended study
needs to be performed that can detect profanity considering
emoticons and special characters with meanings as well as
social issues. If immense text data can be collected, all the
profanities can be accurately detected through the proposed
method. Furthermore, cyber verbal abuse can be expected to
decrease by the introduction of a profanity blocking system
based on the findings of this study.
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